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INTRODUCTION 
All plants are outdoor
The idea that pot plants could transform our homes owes a lot to Scandinavian- inspired interior design and TV Gardening or home make-over shows. It is often impossible to distinguish indoor and outdoor species throughout history.  Many plants have arrived in Britain over the centuries and settled comfortably behind closed doors.
Cut flowers were among the first to make their way into our homes, thanks to them often being the most simple way to enjoy the garden while inside.
As Sir Hugh Platt advised in The Garden of Eden - published in 1653: “You must often set open your casements especially in the day time.. because plants prosper best in open air.” In other words, never forget that indoor plants are outdoor plants. 
They just survive indoors, and adapt faster and more comfortably given the appropriate conditions. The only real difference between indoor plants is their use - from purely ornamental, to practical (plants like thyme, basil, mint, rosemary and lavender made the trip from the back yard to the kitchen).
Although people’s reaction to the soothing presence of plants in the home indicates they can be more than just an underlying  decorative feature.

I admit, when I first started collecting more and more plants as a calming hobby it was just to break an otherwise fast routine. Although I couldn’t call myself a plant consultant today, I have personally grown and researched many plants within the four walls I call home. I have spent years observing plant behaviour through different seasons and conditions, I have never given up trying to find the best spots to heal  or revive flagging plants.

Trend and care
Today, plants are in the spotlight, as they become more and more important to the modern home. They can now be found in any sort of shop, places you’d usually only expect to find furniture, clothes and books. They are a focal point of interior design  in restaurants, hotels and museums.
Victorians are remembered for the time and enthusiasm they devoted to “the garden within doors” - conservatories full of potted plants. Now this concept has captivated many once again.
As the interest in house plants increases, increasingly exotic varieties are becoming available in shops and markets - even if some have very little hope of surviving in normal conditions. They require a little more experience and more skilful touch.
So with this first little volume, I hope to help create the perfect indoor environment for all types of plants, using heat, shade, humidity or ventilation, making it possible for plants to thrive.
Of course, these conditions are a compromise. You just have to make sure you do your best with what you have, and you think before selecting a plant to buy.
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MAKING A START
Most of the 12 plants you will find in this book are perfect for beginners, and will ensure a stress free and successful experience. Nobody wants to fall at the first hurdle.
The exotic calathea will need more attention, so should only be classed as a second-tier difficulty plant. You shouldn’t be worried about approaching it after you have experience growing easier plants like chlorophytum, sansevieria trifasciata, dracaena marginata, and ceropegia woodii.
During the first week of a new plant being introduced in your home, it is important to not to neglect it. Water, feed and acclimatise it gradually, so it can get used to cooler conditions.
Buying a plant
Buy well to grow well. Plants are alive, life means growth and growth means change. Make sure you understand how a plant is going to develop, but just ask questions if you’re not sure.
You might find the current look of the plant pleasing, but will it remain so? Will it grow too big for you to handle? Will it stay small? Does it require peculiar growing conditions or is it fairly easy to maintain? Does the plant produce flowers, and if so, will you like the flowers produced?
If you buy a plant as a present, make sure you pick the most suitable one. Not only to the recipient’s taste in terms of shape and colour, but also its suitability for their home. Be careful and make sure the plant is in good condition before buying. It is much easier not to buy a damaged plant than it is to take back to the shop and complain. Signs of poor growth are brown spots or brown leaves around the base.Completely avoid plants with tiny webs, discoloured and yellow spots or hard yellow leaves.
As well as picking a healthy plant, you have to pick the right plant for you.  Make sure taking care of that plant is  going to be a pleasurable activity.
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Correct placement and arrangement is a great way to make sure your indoor garden thrives. Find a place that perfectly suits your plant, rather than the place that perfectly suits you. 
PLACEMENT
To find the right spot for your plants there are some key elements to take in consideration. They are strictly related to the plant’s natural outdoor habitat.
If a plant is native to the rainforest it will not enjoy a spot in direct contact with sunlight like a windowsill - it will also sit rather comfortably around other rainforest plants in order to raise humidity in a warm but shaded corner. Relationships between plants must be taken into consideration, they are more important than you might realise when casually buying a plant because you like the look of it.
Always check its basic needs of light, temperature, water and feeding.
Water
Each plant has its own water regime depending on its rooting system and thickness of foliage, as the absorption of water will vary.
The environment in which the plant is grown - your home’s temperature, ventilation and humidity - will also affect its water requirements.
It is wrong to judge water need by a plant’s appearance - instead, you must anticipate a plant’s needs. Testing the potting mix is the only sure-fire guide to understanding water requirements. If you will have a hard time establishing the correct moisture level through touch alone, it is a good idea to invest in a plant probe. This small, unsophisticated indicator stick will change colour depending on the dryness or dampness level.
In this book you will find three different instructions on recommended quantity and frequency of watering - plentifully, moderately or sparingly.
Always water plants by placing a saucer or a tray underneath in order to allow excess water to easily drain away. When it is suggested to water plentifully, keep the mixture thoroughly moist and flood the surface with water as soon as the top of the soil starts to feel dry. After saturating the mix with water, you must allow it to drain. As soon as excess water has drained, you can put the plant back on display without letting sit in water.
For watering moderately, refresh the mixture when the top half feels dry to touch. Water until the mix is moistened but not saturated. Stop when a few water drops appear from the pot holes  in the saucer.
For plants which require watering sparingly, like the majority of cacti, test the mixture with a stick, and water only when two-thirds has dried out. Only then you can cover the surface with water, so it 
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percolates down throughout the mixture, making sure no drops appear in the saucer. Then test again with the stick. If there are dry patches, water a little more.
Feeling the subtle differences in moisture can take time to get used to, either using your hands or a prop. Once you become familiar with the texture of the soil, it will get easier. Too much water will rot the plant, and once the roots or tuber are rotten there is very little you can do to save it. So when in doubt, do not water, wait few days and only after water as required.
When you go on holiday, giving a plant a thorough watering before you leave should be enough for a week away. Plants should be kept together in a cool room to maintain humidity. On your return, if you discover plants that are completely dry, allow them to sit in a bowl or bucket full of water. Allow the bubbles to come out and in the meantime, spray the leaves.
Light, temperature and humidity
If your flat has lots of natural light, then go full greenery with house plants hanging from every conceivable nook and cranny.
Light is the most important component, even for varieties like zamioculcas or marantas who prefer a shaded corner. Light is a vital factor in growth and has to be controlled.
The majority of house plants are usually satisfied with bright, filtered, indirect light, with the exception of cacti and succulents, which enjoy direct sunlight. Tropical plants used to growing on the ground of rainforests will flourish in the shade.
Always think about the plant in its natural habitat. The right kind of light is essential to growth and good health. But be warned, the human eye is not a great judge of light. Personally, I use a free phone application to measure lumex (light quantity) before deciding if a certain spot is suitable.
In order to avoid unattractive twisted leaves and branches, turn the plant on itself every other day.
You will find yourself discovering the right placement, but usually only after experimenting with several different spots. Make sure you only move around plants that are already settled and well adapted  in the house.
Most plants enjoy our the average human’s choice of brightness and temperature, and like human bodies they don’t enjoy rapid fluctuations in temperature.
Avoid placing your plant near heating systems, air-conditioning, drafts or sunny window seals which become a cold trap behind curtains at night.
Although some plants, like cyclamen and ivy, do prefer cold - always check each plant’s minimum temperature.
The temperatures expressed in Celsius in this book refer to the minimum advised temperature for each plant.
The higher the temperature in your house, the higher level of humidity required. This means you will have to mist the plant often.
Besides a fine mist of water once a day (preferably in the morning), you can provide humidity in a number of ways. The best of these is to stand the pot in a tray or waterproof container filled with a layer of pebbles or gravel (two to five cm).  Pour water over the pebbles, but do not  let it rise above the stones.
The humidity provided by the pebbles  will be more effective the wider the container, as all the plant’s leaves will enjoy the vapour.
Brown leaf tips could be a sign that the plant is in need of more humidity.
GROWTH
Potting and feeding
This is just a very basic guide to potting - a full exploration of the subject would require far more pages than we have here.
The best time to repot a plant is when its roots have filled the soil mix - when new roots appear at the bottom of the pot.
Avoid repotting plants during the winter, and instead wait for growing season which is usually well into spring. In fact, it is unwise to move a plant from its soil when resting because the roots will not be strong enough to establish themselves in the new mix.
Repotting is a messy process, especially when indoors: make sure you cover surfaces with a big plastic bag or waterproof cloth.
Choose an appropriately-sized pot for each plant, then collect fresh soil and drainage in two separate bowls.
Before moving the plant, prepare the new pot first.
Place the drainage material at the bottom of the new pot, the fewer holes at the bottom, the more drainage you will need. Then then add a layer of new soil mix (one or two cm). Remove the plant from its old pot by placing your hand palm-down onto the soil, keeping the stem between your fingers. Turn the pot upside down, give it a little tap against the edge of the table. This should make the root ball pop out.
Once the plant is out of its old pot, check the root, thoroughly clean them and remove any damp or rot material.
When cleaned up, sit the plant on top of the layer in its new pot and start pouring more mixture around to fill the edges. Then pack down gently in order to keep the plant steady.
Make sure you do not compress the soil too much, as compacted soil doesn’t allow for good water circulation and can compromise the roots.
Feeding advice is distributed per plant and food can also be distributed on the leaves giving an instantaneous lifting and toning effect. For long term feeding, use the blunt end of a pencil to push a slow release nutritive pill down into the mixture.
Most plants should only be fed three or four times during their growth period. Fertiliser provides food, but it is not medicine. The most common liquid fertilisers can be diluted in water.
Newly bought plants do not require food straight away, and if you want an older plant to grow slowly, reduce feeding.
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